Mitchell is 7 years old. He loves playing video games and football. He enjoys being outdoors and walking in
the wild. Mitchell loves looking at nature and investigating wildlife.
Mitchell helps with the recycling at
home and understands the importance of it.

Mitchell has his own wild
garden which has a bug
hotel and a log pile. He
loves sitting there an seeing what insects and bugs
are enjoying his garden.

Mitchell lives close to the sea & is always shocked by the amount if litter
people leave behind. Mitchell started
litter picking on our walks along the
beach a couple of years ago. He would
pick up a can or a bottle and pop it in
the nearest bin.
We purchased some litter pickers & bin
bag hoops and started to make it a
regular thing for the whole family.
Mitchell walks to school down an alleyway and the rubbish is always bad. He
litter picks sometimes on the way home
from school, and most recently with his
Beaver group.

Mitchell has taken part in bigger litter picks
as well. Surfers against Sewage did a million mile beach clean. The aim was to encourage a million people to clean a mile
each.
This was set up by a local group called
Seaside explorers. Mitchell attends Seaside
explorers to learn all the fun things about
the beach.
Seaside Explorers created a competition at
the beginning of the year to collect rubbish
from the beach and make some art from it.
Mitchell collected so much; he was able to
make a life size person called ‘Michael’.

Mitchell enjoys spending time at our local
National trust site –
Flatford Mill and going
to our closest RSPB reserve – Minsmere. We
sit in the hides and
look for all the different birds, while enjoying a lovely walk.
Mitchell wants to learn
more about climate
change and how what
he does affects our
environment.
He is proud of himself
when he knows he has
done something that
makes a difference.

Mitchell is interested in
nature and loves being
outside. He is currently
taking part in The Wildlife Trusts ’30 days wild’.
Activities have included
plating wild seeds, making a plastic free dinner
and watching the bees.

